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Funnel Flow in Hoppers 
Detailed obseruations of funnel flows of dry granular materials in  wedge-shaped hoppers 
of different geometries are presented. The variations of the flow regime with changes in 
the height of material in  the hopperhertical bin configuration, the width of  the uertical 
bin, the hopper angle and the hopper opening width were inuestigated and a number o f  
specific flow regimes identified (mass flow and seueral forms of funnel flow). In  the first 
part of the paper particular attention is paid to the conditions for transition from one 
flow regime to another; in  particular i t  is shown that the existence of a funnel depends not 
only on the hopper angle but is also strongly dependent on thegeometry of the hopperlbin 
system. I n  the second part of the paper the variations in  the shape of the funnel near the  
exit opening are explored in  detail. 
1 Introduction 
This paper is concerned with the flow o f  dry, noncohesive, granular 
materials in hoppers. I t  is well known that for plane (wedge-shaped) 
or conical hoppers o f  fairly small included angle all o f  the granular 
material flows in a fairly uniform and regular way. Such devices have 
been referred t o  as "mass flow hoppers" and have been the subject 
o f  considerable study and analyses (for example, references [I&]). 
The  convergence o f  experimental observations and theoretical pre- 
dictions suggests that there exists some understanding o f  the me- 
chanics o f  granular media flow in these circumstances. However, as 
the included angle is increased and a vertical bin is added to  the top 
o f  the inclined sides o f  the hopper changes occur in the flow pattern 
which are much less well understood. Most o f  the motion occurs in  
a central core, funnel or "rat-hole'' and stagnant regions o f  material 
tend to  occur near the walls o f  the bin or hopper. This paper presents 
experimental observations o f  funnel flows in plane hoppers with 
vertical bins since it  is not only o f  fundamental interest but is also 
important to  the hopper designer. In this regard comparison is made 
with some o f  the existing design criteria such as that proposed by 
Jenike [ I ] .  
T h e  various types o f  flow pattern which were observed in the 
present experiments are indicated in Fig. 1 (also shown are the defi- 
nitions o f  Ow, D, W,  and H ,  the hopper angle and opening width, the 
bin width, and the total height to the upper free surface, respectively). 
Fig. 2(a) is an example o f  type A or mass flow. The flows with stagnant 
regions are subdivided into two basic types, B and C .  Type B has 
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Fig. 1 Schematic indicating the different flow regimes observed. Type A 
is the mass flow regime. Types B and C are funnel flows, B having stagnant 
material in the corner and C having stagnant material on the sides of the bin. 
The geometric notation is also shown; the dimension, b, is the breadth of the 
flow or distance between the front and back vertical wails. 
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